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Meetings on Mondays at 7:00 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 300 W Wayne St, Fort Wayne, Indiana

Who Wrote the Book of Love
by Bob Benner

Calendar

Administrative Board will meet the second
Monday of each month at 5:30pm
Jan 04 (m)

Annual Banquet

6:00 P.M.

Downtown Hilton lower level
Jan 11 (m)

Board Meeting

5:30 P.M.

Jan 11 (m)

Chapter Meeting

7:00 P.M.

Jan 18 (m)

Chapter Meeting

7:00 P.M.

Jan 25 (m)

Chapter Meeting

7:00 P.M.

Feb 01 (m)

Chapter Meeting 7:00 P.M.

Feb 08 (m)

Board Meeting

Feb 08 (m)

Chapter Meeting 7:00 P.M.

Feb 15 (m)

Chapter Meeting 7:00 P.M.

Feb 22 (m)

Chapter Meeting 7:00 P.M.

Feb 29 (m)

Chapter Meeting 7:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

The show began with the curtains
opening and the stage dark. The
medalists
quartet enters
with
the
spot light on
them.
They
sang the song
“Who Wrote
the Book of
Love”
with
images being
projected
on the title
screen above
the
chorus.
The stage goes black. This sets up the
audience for Scene 2.
Scene 2, the spotlights focus on a
café table with the actor, Matt White,
sitting at the table. Two ladies, played
by Danielle White and Katie Randolph,
portray two girlfriends coming onto
stage with spotlights following them.
The chorus is in half light, singing
the song “Pretty Woman”. The chorus
follows the two girlfriends as they
move across the stage and one girl
catches the eye of the young man
sitting at the table. Again the stage
goes black, setting the stage for
Scene 3.
Scene 3, the chorus sings “Come
Go With Me” while the actors have
conversation and the male actor and

one female actor seem to hit it off, as
the other female actor exits the stage.
River City Rhythm II quartet enters
the stage and sings, “If You Were the
Only Girl in
the World” as
the male and
female actors
exit the stage
with the male
actor looking
tall and proud.
An added note
here:
both
have the same
last name of
White.
The
chapter
of
each scene is projected on a screen
above the chorus to help the audience
follow the story being told. The stage
goes black again. Notice the theme
between scenes?
Scene 4, the theme is projected on
the screen above the chorus. The
church scene portraying the wedding
is set up during the blackened stage.
Spotlights focus on the female actors
Continued, Page 4, “Book of Love”
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The Mission of the Summit City Barbershop Chorus is to offer male singers the opportunity to entertain using vocal
music performances that adhere to the highest standards of sound production and presentation.
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President’s Corner
realistically expect to compete to go
to International (Fall Contest qualifier).
Given the musical leadership and
coaching we have at our disposal,
this is the year to move into that
stratosphere.

Another year has come upon us and
by now much of this article should be
old news. At the January 4 dinner, we
all received access to our new contest
song, “My Eyes Adored You”. And this
is the start of our effort to meet our
2016 targets.
Target One is to get better in
competition.
The
BIG
BOYS

So as we announced on the 4th, all
of us need to know the notes and
words of the new song, before our
contest preparation begins officially
on February 8. That will give us five
Mondays to perfect our plan with
guys who are already ready to grow
our scores at the March 19 contest in
South Bend.
It all starts with our collective
preparation. Let’s start now to make
2016 our year to “JOIN THE BIG BOYS”!
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The SCORE is the publication of the Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Chapter of the Cardinal District
of the Barbershop Harmony Society:

January

February

Von Bixler - Feb 7
Ken Steffen - Feb 14
Noel Carpenter - Feb 18

Unless carrying a by-line, articles have been
written by the Editor.

Carl Sipe - Feb 22
Matt White - Feb 24
Jim Ash - Feb 26

We encourage contributions from our members.
Such contributions reflect the individual opinions
of their author and not necessarily the opinions of
the members or officers of this chapter.
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Komets Win! Komets Win!

Summit City Chorus sang for the
Komets patrons at the top of the
escalators on 19 Dec 2015. The
performance by the SCC is the twelfth
annual performance for the Fort
Wayne Komets Hockey Team. Many
of the attending patrons stopped to
listen to the full performance of the
chorus. Many of the patrons stopped
to listen to one or two
songs and proceeded
to their seats in side of
Memorial Coliseum.
The chorus, thanks
to listening to Pat’s
directorship
during
rehearsals and Saturday
night’s warm up, did
“show” during
the
performance. Two of my
sons and grandchildren
as well as other family
members, listened to the whole
performance and informed me in our
seats later that the chorus sounded
better than ever before. I gave a big
thank you and let them know we
worked hard to obtain the sound they
heard. They commented, it showed.
The comment made me feel proud to
me a member of Summit City Chorus.
We were joined by Concordia High
School Men’s Chorus in the warm
up room, to rehearse the National
Anthem. The mass chorus did several
run throughs to put the two choruses
on the same page to sound like

Summit City Chorus.
What a sound the two
choruses made when
combined! We did line
up in the warm-up
room, with the shorter
people in front and
the taller ones in back
and intermingled, with
sections together. We all
listened to make sure we
could hear each other, as
if on the risers.
We were summoned to line up in
the hall way and prepare to enter
the stadium ice. We held position
while Tom Didier sang the Canadian
National Anthem. We gathered on
the ice, just like we were lined up to
do, just after Tom left the ice. We were
introduced over the loud speaker,

singing. The audience did wait for
us to complete our singing before
doing all their after National Anthem
shouting.
This is the second year for Concordia
High School Men’s Chorus to join up
with Summit City Chorus. The two
choruses are gelling and making a fine
team effort. Thanks to all participants
who made this another successful
National Anthem performance and
presenting the Komet Hockey team
with luck for a winning drive effort.

the pitch pipe was blown and all
singers placed their right hand over
the heart and the singing
began. What a grand
sound came from the
mass chorus. Everything
started all-together and
the phrases were sung
through as rehearsed.
The dynamics were
pretty good, too! We
could have allowed the
tenor melody to come
out a little more, but it
was quieter than usual
with the mass chorus

I would like to think it is our singing
that created the luck, but they are a
great hockey team. GO KOMETS.
-- Bob Benner
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Book of Love
Continued from Page 1
on the right and the male actor on
the left. A pantomimed wedding
scene is in progress. The chorus
begins singing “You Are My Special
Angel” as the ceremony ends and
the couple begin exiting the stage
just as the song ends. The Concordia
High School men’s chorus walked

onto the very front of the stage
in front of the main curtain. The
church scene is removed behind
the Concordia chorus as they sang
“Follow Me Everything’s All Right”.
The SCC chorus sings the song, “Hey,
Little Devil” with the scene theme
still being projected on the screen
above the chorus. The stage goes
black when the song is finished.
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Scene 5, the theme is chapter
3 of the book, “Remember the
meaning of romance”. The SCC
sings “Witchcraft” as the song for
this scene. The stage goes black
again. Amanda Gordley, our
female soloist, enters the stage
with her own spotlight. She sings
the song “The Rose”. While the
song is a wonderful song anyway,
when Amanda began singing
the auditorium was in complete
silence. She made this song come
alive and lived in the hearts
of all audience members, as
well as we chorus members
standing on the risers. She
moved all of us. Amanda
received a standing ovation at
the end of her performance.
Hoosier Gentry takes the
stage and sings “It’s Only a
Paper Moon”; what a great
performance they presented.
Our coaching is having an
affect in everyone’s singing.
Again, the stage goes black, as
the next scene gets set.
Scene 6, chapter 4 of “The
Book of Love” portrays the
break-up. The spotlights focus
on the couple sitting at the
table. Three Longs and a Short
quartet entered the stage
platform with half lighting; this
keeps the focus on the couple.
The quartet sings “What’ll I
Do”, a great performance by
the quartet. They poured their
hearts into the theme of the
song and the scene.
The couple leaves the stage
in opposite directions during
the song. They sure gave
the audience the feeling of
disappointment and dejection.
Those Guys quartet replaces
Three Longs and a Short on the
platform as the lighting goes
full stage. Those Guys sing the
song “Love Me”. They too, put on a
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great performance. The song
represented the husband trying to
make a last minute pleading for the
couple to stay together. The pleading
was without success. The Concordia
men’s chorus enters the front part
of the stage. They sing the song
“Breaking Up is Hard to Do”. The song
continues to emphasize the theme of
the scene. The stage goes dark, again.
Scene 7, the husband gave it one
more chance. The chapter of the book
is projected on a screen above the
chorus. The chorus takes the stage at
scene change to sing the song “Little
Darlin” with the voice over by Mark

Leimer. During the applause, the stage
goes dark while the stage crew moves
a chair to center stage for Julie Beers
and Don Wharton to take their places.
Don on the chair with his guitar and
Julie on the park bench. They sing a
duet “You Were Always on My Mind”.
They did a great job making this song
reflect the mood of the husband in
this scene.
The husband finally has success as the
SCC sings “Stand by Me”. The marriage
is saved as the couple leaves the stage
Finished, Page 5, “Book of Love2”
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Book of Love2
Continued from Page 4
together and the curtain closes.
Scene 8, the Rooftops Quartet,
the 2015 Cardinal District quartet
champions, entered the stage
with a hardy welcome from the
audience. Their performance lasted
for twenty minutes. They made a hit
with the audience, by the amount
of applause given. Intermission was
announced at the
end of the Rooftops
performance.
The house lights
are dimmed to
announce
the
beginning of the
second half of
the show. Main
Street quartet is
introduced and they
take the stage. Their
performance lasted
for thirty minutes. They incorporated
some audience interaction as part of
their performance. The tap dancing
they do while they are singing made
a hit with the audience, who showed
their appreciation with a much
deserved thunderous applause at the
end of their performance. The SCC
chorus slips on stage during the last
song of the quartet.
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Dan Johnson came on stage
and introduced the different
performing acts on the show.
River City Rhythm II, Three
Longs and a Short, Those
Guys, Hoosier Gentry, the
“Girlfriends” (Danielle White
and Katie Randolph), Amanda
Gordley, Julie Beers, Don
Wharton, Wedding Preacher
(Chaplain David Koenig, who
also served as stage manager),
Stage Production Assistants
(Mark, Andrew and Angela
Leimer), Rooftops, Main Street, the
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was
a first for SCC! The chorus was on
platforms instead of risers, another
difference.
The show was another fine piece of
writing and directing by Dan Johnson.
The show was smooth, continued
moving from scene to scene flawlessly.
A “special” thanks to Diane Humphrey,
who supported our chorus and helped
acquire the quartets appearing on our
show. A thank you to the other chorus
supporters for their help as well.

Musical Director (Pat Garmire), and
Concordia Lutheran High School
Men’s Chorus. All of the quartets and
choruses formed a mass chorus on
the platforms. The final song, “Blue
Skies”, was performed at the direction
of Pat Garmire. When the last sound
was uttered, the audience was on
their feet and sending a thunderous
applause to the singers on the stage
and the actors as well.
As you read through this article,
a
common
occurrence keeps
happening:
the
stage lights go
dark and they
come back on. The
scene
changes
were done with
lighting only, no
MC to make the
announcements.
The use of no MC
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Little Devil

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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The Songs that We Sing

"Little Devil" is a song written by Neil Sedaka and
Howard Greenfield and sung by Neil Sedaka. It was the
title track of Sedaka's 1961 album Neil Sedaka Sings
Little Devil and His Other Hits. It was released in 1961
and became a hit for him reaching #11 in the US
Billboard Charts.[1] the personnel on the song included Al
Caiola, Bucky Pizzarelli and Charles Macy on guitar,
George Duvivier on bass, Phil Kraus on percussion,
David "Panama" Francis on drums, Romeo Penque, Sol
Schillinger and Herman Yorks on sax. Jack Keller and
Ernie Hayes on piano, Harry Lookofsky, Julius Held,
David Nadian, Paul Winter, Arnold Edius and Julies
Brand on violins.

Single by Neil Sedaka

Language versions
"Little Devil" was
Sedaka's first song to
be translated into
Italian - "Esagerata".
It was also translated
into German ("Crazy
Daisy") and Spanish
("Diablito").

References
P.S. Our

"Esagerata" and "Un Giorno
Inutile", the Italian-language
versions of "Little Devil" and its
B-side "I Must Be Dreaming",
were the first songs Neil Sedaka
recorded in Italian.

rock.com/neil_sedaka.htm)

"Little Devil"

version is arranged

1. History of Rock: Neil
in barbershop
Sedaka
harmony
by Jeremey
(http://www.history-of-

Johnson...

from the album Neil Sedaka Sings Little Devil
and His Other Hits; Neil Sedaka Sings His
Greatest Hits
B-side

"I Must Be Dreaming"

Released

1961

Format

7" single

Recorded

1961

Genre

Pop

Writer(s)

Neil Sedaka
Howard Greenfield

Neil Sedaka singles chronology
"Calendar Girl
(1961)

"Devil Girl"
(1961)

"Sweet Little
You"
(1961)

Music video
"Little Devil" (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=J4SyZYoWcFo) on YouTube

External links
Full lyrics of this song (http://www.metrolyrics.com/little-devil-lyrics-neil-sedaka.html) at
MetroLyrics
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Hoosier Gentry sings for Workers for the Blind
Last September, during one of Hoosier
Gentry’s annual strolling performances
at the Grabill Country Fair, we sang
several numbers for a sightless lady,
who told us how much she enjoyed
our barbershop harmonies. The
lady, Julie Collins, happens to be the
current president of the Fort Wayne
Chapter of Workers for the Blind.
Perhaps like most of you, we were
not familiar with this organization,
which was founded as a non-profit
corporation in 1917 to assist veterans
blinded in service. It has since evolved
to help all persons with significant
visual impairment (the legally blind)
to come together and discuss issues
of common importance, and to
provide social activities.

provide entertainment for their
annual Christmas luncheon on
Saturday, December 12, which of
course we were happy to do. The
event was held at Lester’s Banquet
Hall, which was filled almost to
capacity. We started our show with
a couple of our standard repertoire
numbers, and then switched to our
seasonal songs, which included “Let
it Snow”, “Winter Wonderland”, “Jingle
Bells”, and “It’s Beginning to Look a Lot
Like Christmas”. Ironically, the outside
temperature was in the high sixties, a
record for that date. If anyone noticed
the irony, they were kind enough not
to mention it. We concluded with
“Silent Night”, with audience joining
in. We’re pretty sure there was no
snow in Bethlehem on that occasion...

A few weeks later Julie contacted
us, asking if Hoosier Gentry would

The program was also an occasion to
honor volunteers who have helped

them during the year, including drivers,
who are vital to their operations. After
the program we learned that Workers
for the Blind has their own a capella
singing group, Friends in Focus, which
sings for nursing homes and churches
in the area.
Other recent Hoosier Gentry audiences
have included a 90th birthday
celebration for Mary Able at Swiss
Village in Berne, and the staff and
visiting nurses at Bethlehem Woods
Nursing and Rehab Center in Fort
Wayne.
Three Longs and a Short:
Three Longs and a Short sang for
the Jasper County Rehab Center
on 4 Dec 2015 to an audience of 60
people.

Noticing the Differences
The changes in the way we hold
our lips, keeping our cheeks up and
keeping the sound forward in our
mouths has created a completely
new sound for Summit City Chorus.
Slightly spread lips and a smaller
mouth opening is also part of the
change. The changes were made by
our coach, Gary Texeira. Even though
the changes felt strange at first, they

are more normal now. We are hearing
more ringing in our sound and it
can be heard and felt when on the
risers. Another sound change I have
noticed in myself, I am more in tune
with the learning tracks and matching
the sounds with the tracks. A little
change, if letting down, becomes
very obvious that the proper method
is not being adhered to. Changing

to what you know to do, brings the
sound back to where it should be.
Were the cheeks and facial muscles a
little sore at first? Yes, but the strength
of the muscles have increased and the
proper method is normal. I also have
found, using the cheeks and facial
placement also helps when talking in
every day conversation. Do you notice
the difference? Check it out.

Vowel Migration Chart

Gary Says #5...

M ake sm al l d y nam i c change s w i t h ai r no t vo l u m e.

Bob Benner
POB 272
Grabill, Indiana, 46741
(H) 260-627-3063
(E) rbt_benner@yahoo.com

1993
Buckeye
Invitational
Champion
District Chorus Champs 1985, 1988, 1993,
2003, & 2011

Plateau AAAA Champions 2011 & 2012
Most improved Chorus 2011, 2012, & 2015
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